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More than four years in the making and published with the permission and cooperation of Mother

Teresa of Calcutta, this large format 224 page book offers the most comprehensive photographic

documentation of the apostolic work and prayer life of the Missionaries of Charity yet published.

Destined to serve as an important historical record, this "illustrated prayer book" vividly portrays the

peace and joy that can come when "small things" are done with great love.The more than 180 fine

art quality tri-tone photographs, along with spiritual counsel from Mother Teresa, will provide a

lifetime of rich material for prayer and meditation. Also included and published for the first time ever,

with Mother Teresa's special permission, is an appendix containing the contents of the Missionaries

of Charity daily prayer book as well as a most personal and profound letter on the interior life written

by Mother Teresa during Holy Week of 1993 and addressed to her entire order. Though meant

originally as an instruction and appeal to those in her order, this "I Thirst" letter is certain to become

a source of spiritual light and encouragement, drawing innumerable hearts and souls closer to

God.Special Highlights of this Unique Volume: 187 fine art, high quality, original tri-tone photos

Previously unpublished private prayers of the Missionaries of Charity Mother's profound, personal "I

Thirst" letter on prayer never before published Other quotes and spiritual counsel from Mother

TeresaThe ideal gift book as a lasting keep-sake
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"This is a book infused with grace."-- USA Today"Quietly eloquent." --San Francisco Examiner"This



exceptionally well-produced photo-documentary chronicles the work of Mother Teresa and the order

she founded. Avoiding sentimentality, the photographs show the love of Christ in action."

--Christianity Today"Let us pray that this book will draw people to Jesus, help them realize how

much God loves them, and help them to want to pray. Let it be for the glory of God and the good of

His people." --Mother Teresa From the Introduction

Michael Collopy is one of the preeminent portrait photographers of our time, well known for his

commissioned portraits of a variety of world figures ranging from Mikhail Gorbachev and Margaret

Thatcher to Frank Sinatra and Placido Domingo. A student of such luminaries as Ansel Adams and

Richard Avedon, Collopy's work has been published in books, magazines, newspapers, and on

record and CD covers worldwide.

Such a wonderful person, recognized as a saint well before formally named as one. Michal

Collopy's photographs capture her simplicity and most importantly show the daily life of the

Missionaries of Charity as they minister to the poor and abandoned.

I have the book on my coffee table where visitors can browse it....and they do! A lovely pictorial.

I love this book, so personal and very inspirational. Everyone that has looked at it loves it too.

Beautiful, inspiring work of art!

A must read for any Catholic

Great book and story of an amazing individual with priceless photos. Something to cherish.
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